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An original, compelling, and visually stunning treatment of a
common childhood predicament: overcoming a fear of the
water. Lottie goes to swim lessons every Saturday, but she
never gets in the water. That’s because she is convinced
there is a shark in the pool, a shark that wants to eat her and
only her. But then Walter appears. Walter likes singing and
reading books and bubble baths, and his favorite food is fish
sticks, just like Lottie. When Saturday rolls around again,
Lottie is no more ready to jump in the pool than she was
before. Or is she? Sometimes it just takes a special friend to
find the courage that was inside you all along.
Individuals are not racist by intent; they are racist by culture,
heritage, and education. If I were to ask anyone if they were a
racist, they would immediately deny it as a possibility. They
would espouse their wonderful humanitarian acts, or friends
of color that would support an embracement of diversity that
would make us all proud. The truth, I have never met a racist
that knew they were racist. Even when educated as to what
they have done, they would go to their grave stating that
under no circumstances should I ever consider them a racist.
This book is designed to tell you that it does not matter how
many racists you meet in the office, you can still be
successful. This book is designed to help you identify, and
cope, and achieve success in those corporate environments
that are not well. It provides you with advice on how to “swim
with sharks in dark water.” This book will help you to use your
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“Spidey senses,”Your
to trust
your gut, to identify when you are
working on a plantation, how to cope until you can leave. Oh,
by the way, I need to tell you that you do not have the power
at any time on any day to fix the plantation, without
permanently damaging your career. The people who have
fixed these issues have sacrificed their career, possibly their
livelihood to ensure that we do not experience what they did.
They shall always be the nameless heroes of our generation.
We will always be indebted to those individuals who spoke up
and lost their livelihood as a result. You need to understand
that making a difference has a cost, and those that have done
this have paid dearly.
Harvey Mackay, author of Swim With the Sharks Without
Being Eaten Alive, believes that, to succeed in business, you
should always do what you love, love what you do and deliver
more than you promise. This book contains 85 lessons in the
form of specific advice and personal anecdotes. The themes
covered include getting started, working your way up, running
the show, long-term sales careers, keeping out of trouble and
relationships with the people you work for.
When the doctor gets frustrated by the riotous play of the five
little sharks, he decides to send them packing, yet after he
does so, the neighborhood becomes all too quiet as the big
blue ocean simply appears all too empty without them.
Powerful and mysterious, sharks inspire both fascination and
fear. Worldwide, oceans are home to some five-hundred
species, and of those, fifty-six are known to reside in or pass
through the waters off the coast of both North and South
Carolina. At any given time, waders, swimmers, and surfers
enjoying these waters are frequently within just one-hundred
feet of a shark. While it's unnerving to know that sharks often
swim just below the surface in the shallows, W. Clay
Creswell, a shark-bite investigator for the Shark Research
Institute's Global Shark Attack File, explains that attacks on
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humans are extremely
In 2019 the International Shark
Attack File confirmed sixty-four unprovoked attacks on
humans, including three in North Carolina and one in South
Carolina. While acknowledging that they pose real dangers to
humans, Creswell believes the fear of sharks is greatly
exaggerated. During his sixteen-year association with the
Shark Research Institute, he has investigated more than one
hundred shark-related incidents and has maintained a
database of all shark–human encounters along the Carolina
coastlines back to 1817. Creswell uses this data to expose
the truth and history of this often-sensationalized topic.
Beyond the statistics related to attacks in the Carolina waters,
Sharks in the Shallows offers a history of shark–human
interactions and an introduction to the world of shark attacks.
Creswell details the conditions that increase a person's
chances of an encounter, profiles the three species most
often involved in attacks, and reveals the months and time of
day with the highest probability of an encounter. With a better
understanding of sharks' responses to their environment, and
what motivates them to attack humans, he hopes people will
develop a greater appreciation of the invaluable role sharks
play in our marine environment.
Open this book and you're presented with three different
sharks and this question: which shark would you swim
beside, view from afar and which would make you swim for
your life? The choice is yours, but choose carefully. . . . This
book is packed with fascinating facts about sharks presented
as a guessing game. Readers will learn about many different
types of these infamous fish while using their logic to decide
which sharks are harmless and which are best to avoid!
"On September 2, 2013, at the age of 64, Diana Nyad
emerged onto the shores of Key West after completing a 110
mile, 53 hour, record-breaking swim through shark-infested
waters from Cuba to Florida. Her memoir shows why, at 64
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she was able to achieve
what she couldn't at 30 and how her
repeated failures contributed to her success."-Shark Swimathon The Ocean City Sharks have to swim 75
laps by the end of the week, and every day they figure out
how many laps are left to go. Swimming and subtraction are
all part of the fun!
You are looking at the ultimate briefing on how to get hired
and trading-up for a higher-paid position. This concentrated
game plan is drawn from Harvey Mackay's road-tested tips
assembled over decades of intense interviews, extensive
hiring experience, and life-changing presentations. It's a
tough time for job seekers, and you will need every
advantage you can get. With a rapidly changing marketplace
shaped by increased automation and technology levels along
with the devastating 2020, finding a job has become
exponentially more challenging. When unemployment rates
are high, you'll need an iron-clad strategy to stand-out. As an
essential resource, this book offers resources and tips to
move you to the top! The resources included are 16 preinterview questions, 44 interview prep items, and a powerful,
22 item, post-interview checklist. You will learn:How to win
video job interviews How to negotiate a job offer for higher
pay Tips to win for 55+ job seekers How to compete if you are
not tech-savvy What to do if you are a recent college grad.
There is more opportunity in the job market than you can
imagine. Armed with these tools, you'll be the most
competitive job candidate on the market. “A mother lode of
timely, hard-earned, bite-size, street-smart golden nuggets …
invaluable for job seekers, employed or unemployed.”
—Stephen Covey
A thrilling survival story from Michael Northrop, the acclaimed
author of TRAPPED. He couldn't sleep. That's how it all
started. When Davey wakes, just as the sun is rising, he can't
wait to slip out of the crammed hotel room he's sharing with
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his family. LeaveYour
it to his
parents and kid brother to waste an
entire day of vacation sleeping in! Davey heads straight for
the beach, book and glasses in hand, not bothering to leave a
note. As the sparkling ocean entices him, he decides to test
the water, never mind that "No Swimming" sign. But as the
waves pull him farther from shore, Davey finds himself
surrounded by water -- and something else, too. Something
circling below the surface, watching, waiting. It's just a matter
of time. Michael Northrop is the New York Times bestselling
author of TombQuest, an epic book and game adventure
series featuring the magic of ancient Egypt. He is also the
author of Trapped, an Indie Next List Selection, and Plunked,
a New York Public Library best book of the year and an NPR
Backseat Book Club selection. An editor at Sports Illustrated
Kids for many years, he now writes full-time from his home in
New York City. Learn more at www.michaelnorthrop.net.
At once feared and revered, sharks have captivated people
since our earliest human encounters. Children and adults
alike stand awed before aquarium shark tanks, fascinated by
the giant teeth and unnerving eyes. And no swim in the ocean
is undertaken without a slight shiver of anxiety about the very
real—and very cinematic—dangers of shark bites. But our
interactions with sharks are not entirely one-sided: the threats
we pose to sharks through fisheries, organized hunts, and gill
nets on coastlines are more deadly and far-reaching than any
bite. In Sharks and People acclaimed wildlife photographer
Thomas Peschak presents stunning photographs that capture
the relationship between people and sharks around the globe.
A contributing photographer to National Geographic, Peschak
is best known for his unusual photographs of sharks—his
iconic image of a great white shark following a researcher in a
small yellow kayak is one of the most recognizable shark
photographs in the world. The other images gathered here
are no less riveting, bringing us as close as possible to sharks
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in the wild. Alongside
photographs, Sharks and People
tells the compelling story of the natural history of sharks.
Sharks have roamed the oceans for more than four hundred
million years, and in this time they have never stopped
adapting to the ever-changing world—their unique cartilage
skeletons and array of super-senses mark them as one of the
most evolved groups of animals. Scientists have recently
discovered that sharks play an important role in balancing the
ocean, including maintaining the health of coral reefs. Yet,
tens of millions of sharks are killed every year just to fill the
demand for shark fin soup alone. Today more than sixty
species of sharks, including hammerhead, mako, and oceanic
white-tip sharks, are listed as vulnerable or in danger of
extinction. The need to understand the significant part sharks
play in the oceanic ecosystem has never been so urgent, and
Peschak’s photographs bear witness to the thrilling strength
and unique attraction of sharks. They are certain to enthrall
and inspire.
A retired group of legendary mercenaries get the band back
together for one last impossible mission in this award-winning
debut epic fantasy. "Fantastic, funny, ferocious." - Sam Sykes
Clay Cooper and his band were once the best of the best, the
most feared and renowned crew of mercenaries this side of
the Heartwyld. Their glory days long past, the mercs have
grown apart and grown old, fat, drunk, or a combination of the
three. Then an ex-bandmate turns up at Clay's door with a
plea for help--the kind of mission that only the very brave or
the very stupid would sign up for. It's time to get the band
back together. WINNER OF THE DAVID GEMMELL
MORNINGSTAR AWARD FOR BEST FANTASY
DEBUT.WINNER OF THE REDDIT/FANTASY AWARD FOR
BEST DEBUT FANTASY NOVEL. For more from Nicholas
Eames, check out: Bloody Rose
Georgie Codd is scared of fish. Really, really scared. Even on
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dry land there's no
escape:
Georgie sees sharks in the dining
room, squid tentacles in the street, has nightmares of being
stranded at sea. Granny Codd understands. She has spent
her life beside the water, but won't so much as paddle in it.
Georgie's boyfriend is supportive, too, even when she
decides that the answer to overcoming this fear lies in
travelling to Thailand, learning to dive, and swimming with the
biggest fish in the world: the massive, mighty whale shark.
Could this immersive therapy actually work? There's only one
way to find out. An anxious Georgie quits her job, leaves her
life behind, and plunges into a realm of strange creatures,
hidden depths, and intrepid diving adventurers. But as her
quest expands across the oceans, her shark remains elusive,
and everything else starts to fall apart around her. On this
journey that veers towards death and destruction, Georgie
must not only track down her shark, but find her way back to
the surface.
A fascinating story about the power of networking,
connection, and mentorship Written as an engaging parable,
Swim! How a Shark, a Suckerfish, and a Parasite Teach You
Leadership, Mentoring, and Next Level Success brings to life
real-world challenges (and their solutions) and presents them
in simple, yet powerful terms. The book explores the vital
importance of networking, explores the steps that lead to
successful networking, and explains why we need it. Swim!
dives deep into the concepts of mentorship and the power of
human connection. While too many business leaders spend
their time obsessing about facts, figures, and the bottom line,
it is more important for them to learn to manage relationships.
Once attention shifts to relationships, businesses and careers
can reach the next level of success. Written by a leading
motivational speaker, this book offers ideas that can be
applied to both personal and business life. Understand the
importance of establishing habits and rituals Tap into the
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power of a positive
mindset
Discover the value of teamwork
Learn to use intentional language about workplace culture
Swim! is an entertaining book that highlights the significant
concept of connecting and building relationships and includes
the tools needed to become more self-aware about our roles
and contributions in our industries.
New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today
bestseller "You can have the finest moves in the talent
contest, you can boast a trophy speed-dial list on your
iPhone, you can possess the single-mindedness of Paul
Revere and be as self-assured as Muhammad Ali . . . and you
still won't nail the job unless you know how to mold and
merchandise your personal pitch. If this is true when times
are booming-and it is-you can only imagine how true it is in
times like these." Harvey Mackay, Fortune magazine's "Mr.
Make- Things-Happen," has written five New York Times
bestsellers, including one of the most popular business books
of all time-Swim with the Sharks Without Being Eaten Alive.
Now he returns with the ultimate book on how to get, and
keep, a job you truly love whether you're twenty-one, fiftyone, or seventy-one. The average person will have at least
three career changes and ten different jobs by age thirtyeight. In this era of downsizing and outsourcing, you can
never be sure your job will still exist in five years- or five
weeks. So you'd better think of your career as a perpetual job
search. That demands a passion for lifetime learning and the
skills for relentless and effective networking. Mackay shows
you how to be at your best when things are at their worst. His
hard-hitting topics include: - beating rejection before it beats
you - warning signals that you might be losing your job - acing
interviews - negotiating the job you want not the job they offer
- taking advantage of the way bosses make hiring decisions blending the latest contact tools with old-fashioned face-toface networking Uplifting, amusing, and jam-packed with
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proven tips, Use Your
Your Head
to Get Your Foot in the Door will
guide you through the toughest job market in decades. It's
also the definitive A-to-Z career resource for the rest of your
life.
The must-read summary of Harvey Mackay's book "Swim
with the Sharks without Being Eaten Alive: Outsell,
Outmanage, Outmotivate and Outnegotiate Your
Competition'. This complete summary of the ideas from
Harvey Mackay's book "Swim with the Sharks Without Being
Eaten Alive" is based on a simple, but convincing, formula:
Determination + Goal-Setting + Concentration = Success. In
his book, the author acknowledges that the execution of this
formula is more difficult, and requires perseverance, but
shows that your chances of success are higher if you follow
some logical strategies. This summary provides a crash
course on the most vital business elements, such as
management, negotiation and salesmanship and shows the
reader how to set up value for a product, how to inject your
own personality into business and how to deal with the tough
prospect. Added-value of this summary: • Save time •
Understand key concepts • Expand your knowledge To learn
more, read "Swim with the Sharks Without Being Eaten Alive"
and find out how to always come out on top.
This straight-from-the-hip handbook by bestselling author and
self-made millionaire Harvey Mackay spells out the path to
success for readers everywhere. They will learn how to:
Outsell by getting appointments with people who absolutely,
positively do not want to see you, and then making them glad
they said "yes!" Outmanage by arming yourself with
information on prospects, customers, and competitors that the
CIA would envy - using a system called the "Mackay 66."
Outmotivate by using his insights to help yourself or your kids
join the ranks of Amercia's one million millionaires.
Outnegotiate by knowing when to "smile and say no" and
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when to "send inYour
the clones."
This one-of-a-kind book by a
businessman who's seen it all and done it all has sold almost
2 million copies, and is the essential roadmap for everyone on
the path to success.
Nate loves sharks. He reads shark books every day, watches
sharks on TV, and talks about them nonstop. He even likes to
pretend he's a shark wherever he goes! However, there is
one small problem. . . . Nate can't swim. When his older
brother points this out, Nate works hard to overcome his fears
and learn how to blow bubbles, use a kickboard, and finally
swim without help, as quickly and as gracefully as a shark.
Will he be able to beat his brother in a swim tryout and get his
bite back? Kids will love this jawsome book complete with
vibrant and whimsical art and a list of shark facts in the back!
"Dive into learning about goblin sharks with diagrams, strong
photography, and fun hi/lo text"-A gripping series about saving Earth's most endangered
creatures-- and fighting for survival! Sink or swim! Twelveyear-old Adrianna Villalobos and her older brother Feye travel
the globe with their parents, the hosts of a suspenseful nature
show called "Wild Survival!" The show features daring animal
rescues and the work the family does at their animal
sanctuary. This time the family is off to Sri Lanka. They’ve
heard a rumor that an extremely rare Pondicherry shark might
have been sighted. Once they arrive, Adrianna, Feye, and
their parents discover the rumored Pondicherry shark is the
main attraction in a restaurant aquarium. Is this shark really
the one they’re looking for? And if it is, can they convince the
restaurant’s owners to release it back in the wild? Packed
with animal facts and illustrations, as well as non-fiction
backmatter, Wild Survival is a compelling series for anyone
fascinated by the natural world.
No fight left? No future? Does the handwriting on the wall say
utter failure? Harvey Mackay, one of the world’s best-selling
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authors tells you why it isn’t so.
He reveals anecdotes and secrets from some of the best and
brightest headliners in our world today. Their gripping
accounts show that no one is immune to bad judgment or
backstabbing. In colorful detail, these remarkable success
stories reveal what the best of the best did to get back on top.
Each story tells a unique tale and contains valuable lessons
that are applicable to any reader who wants his or her career
to flourish; indeed, this is the book that will inspire, instill hope
. . . and give more than a glimpse into what makes these
stalwarts strong. When Fortune magazine called Mackay
“Mister Make-Things-Happen,” it was right on the
money—getting this amazing group of people from various
walks of life to talk openly about their abilities to bounce back
shows him to be a master at getting people to divulge some
of their defeats and their dreams. Hopeful, tough-minded, and
filled with indispensable advice, We Got Fired! . . . And It’s
the Best Thing That Ever Happened to Us will show anyone
how to turn a modern bummer into a major blessing. It’s a
rarity: a sure thing in our shaky times. Originally published as
We Got Fired!
Sixteen different sharks battle it out in a huge underwater
fight! Who will be the champion?
Swim with the Sharks Without Being Eaten AliveOutsell,
Outmanage, Outmotivate, and Outnegotiate Your
CompetitionHarper Collins
Diving with Sharks is a complete guide for divers seeking
sharks or anyone interested in these incredible creatures. The
book takes a detailed look at shark biology and behaviour,
and features all the popular, and many lesser known, shark
species that divers can encounter. Shark diving hot spots
from around the world are also featured. The book also
provides information to assist divers to get the best from their
shark diving experiences, looking at the dos and don'ts, the
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pros and cons and
the possible
dangers. The book also
includes feature stories, including the sad story of shark
finning, which has seen massive reductions in shark numbers
around the world from overfishing. With over 500 known
species of sharks, and more being discovered every year,
Diving with Sharks is the ultimate guide for learning more
about these incredible creatures of the deep and also where
to see them, up close and personal.
Lemon sharks are sneaky stalkers. They blend in with the
sandy ocean bottom for camouflage! In this book, swim along
with several lemon sharks.
Chronicles the scuba diving lessons that the author's
daughter, Suzanne, takes while on vacation in the Bahamas,
from her first lnstructions on gear and technique to her final
dive with fifteen reef sharks.
Harvey Mackay is a legend-and now he's back with the sum
total of decades of sales know-how, teaching go-getters how
to make the sale and hit the numbers, day in and day out. His
advice is rooted in road-tested, real-world experiences and
include new tips on the Web, LinkedIn and Facebook. As a
lifelong student of the sales game, Mackay has spent
decades collecting secrets, wisdom, and anecdotes. He
features his Mackay Morals-life lessons such as: • Big shots
are just little shots who kept shooting. • Helping someone up
won't pull you down-and could very easily pull them to your
side. • Be like the turtle: If he didn't stick his neck out, he
wouldn't get anywhere at all. There is no one better to show
you how to be a high-energy, determined, creative sales
dynamo than Harvey Mackay.
Katharine and Crockett hope to make a splash by making the
Stingrays swim team. Especially since Vanessa the
Unsinkable Garfinkle is on the Sharks. So when Katharine
does a belly flop in front of everyone and gets caught telling
an itty-bitty lie, she feels like shark bait. But when the
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Unsinkable Garfinkle
her own troubles, will Katharine
dive in to help her out?
"Keating delivers a fun-filled, pitch-perfect book...An amusing,
highly readable book about the perils of being 12 in a snakeeat-snake world."— Kirkus Starred Review on How to Outrun a
Crocodile When Your Shoes Are Untied (My Life is a Zoo
Book 1) Ana Wright's summer just got terrifying. She's finally
getting used to living in a zoo (no, seriously—she lives with her
family in an actual zoo), when she's assigned to work in the
new shark tank. With her worst enemy. Forget about sharks!
Ashley is the ultimate predator. And after Ana's favorite croc
peed on Ashley's shoes, she's probably out for revenge. This
can't be good. Jess Keating combines the quirky humor and
animal-centric plots of Carl Hiaasen with the awkward
adolescent antics of Lauren Myracle in this fresh new middle
grade series! Praise for How to Outrun a Crocodile When
Your Shoes Are Untied: "A menagerie of laugh-out-loud
antics." —Anna Staniszewski, author of The Dirt Diary "A wild
romp, filled with humor and heart." — Lisa Schroeder, author
of It's Raining Cupcakes "Keating, a zoologist, enriches her
debut novel with fascinating animal facts, awkward moments
with a variety of wild species, and "creature files" Ana uses to
amusingly classify her peers" —School Library Journal "An
absolutely perfect summer read." —Girls' Life Magazine.com
"Life is literally a zoo for shy 12-year-old Anna, who is trying
to avoid seventh-grade bullies while hiding that her family
lives among crocodiles and elephants." —Los Angeles Times
The go-to book for new lawyer success at leading firms and
schools, Swimming Lessons for Baby Sharks contains critical
advice new graduates need to thrive. Completely revised and
updated, the Second Edition includes vital new information on
networking, client service, business development, project
management, and many other topics. The goal is simple: To
help new lawyers start strong. With an easily readable style,
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Baby Sharks helps new lawyers
navigate unwritten rules and stay afloat in a challenging
profession. The book contains hundreds of tips with inside
information from successful lawyers nationwide. Humorous,
real-life examples illustrate the lessons along with checklists
to provide comprehensive advice quickly. With employers and
clients clamoring for "practice-ready" graduates, the Second
Edition's lessons are more essential than ever.
2017 Amelia Bloomer List, Early Readers Nonfiction Before
Eugenie Clark's groundbreaking research, most people
thought sharks were vicious, blood-thirsty killers. From the
first time she saw a shark in an aquarium, JapaneseAmerican Eugenie was enthralled. Instead of frightening and
ferocious eating machines, she saw sleek, graceful fish
gliding through the water. After she became a scientist—an
unexpected career path for a woman in the 1940s—she began
taking research dives and training sharks, earning her the
nickname "The Shark Lady."
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where
they live, how they eat, the challenges they face, and whether
or not certain species pose a danger to humans.

How to Swim with the Sharks: A Survival Guide for
Leadership in Diverse Environments, provides reallife vignettes of personal and professional triumphs.
Each story offers tried and proven leadership
techniques for use in challenging business or
personal environments. The book also addresses
management styles useful for building and managing
teams. While the book covers situations in
professional environments, it could easily be
adapted to situations in community organizations or
in schools.Unique to business management
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literature, this book covers a key element often
overlooked in other books: office politics. The book is
written for those who, despite being highly skilled
and qualified, encounter setbacks due to office
power dynamics.The book is organized in a very
easy-to-read format. Each chapter begins with a
dilemma, followed by a strategy, advantage and
reflection to help one tackle the dilemma. Then, the
chapter concludes with brief "take-away" tips that will
help readers successfully swim with the sharks.
Dive into this title to meet hammerhead sharks.
Complete with a More Facts section and bolded
glossary terms. Young readers will gather basic
information about hammerhead sharks through easyto-read, simple text alongside stunning full-bleed
photographs. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids is a
division of ABDO.
Animals can be cute ... and cruel! Read Seb's journal
for some truly terrifying shark secrets. Meet Snow
White the great white shark and get really close to
her huge, scissor-sharp jaws. Relive the drama,
dangers and disgusting details as you find out: if
toilets are more dangerous than sharks; how to
escape from a shark; how you tickle a shark; what a
shark's favorite color is.
Swim around the world with Shark as he explores
ocean forests and coastal reefs, meeting
Hammerheads and Great Whites, stingrays and
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dolphins in a search for the place he calls home.The
second book in the Wild Wanderers series written by
Dom Conlon and illustrated by Anastasia Izlesou.
From the leap of a hare and the gentlest breeze to a
blazing star and ancient trees, Wild Wanderers is a
series of poetic exploration which will inspire children
across the world, each book takes a gentle and
lyrical journey through biodiversity, environment and
challenges to unlock a world of wonder. With rich
language and enchanting art, Wild Wanderers will be
a landmark series delivering Space, Technology,
Engineering and Maths education from the heart and
features fascinating facts about the principle species
and topics in order to embed a love of science and
the natural world.
Mako sharks are fast movers. They swim at speeds
no other shark can reach! In this book, swim along
with several mako sharks.
Reveals techniques for cultivating useful contacts in
business and at leisure, from targeting the right
people to staying in touch with them to asking for
favors
Set in contemporary Hawaii and told from an
indigenous perspective, ONE SHARK, NO SWIM,
explores themes of defining family, destiny vs. selfdetermination, adoption, being different, and learning
to turn weaknesses into strengths. Book 2 in the
Niuhi Shark Saga trilogy. Contains reader's guide
and Hawaiian/Pidgin glossary.
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